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Abstract: More and more hybrid electric vehicles are driven since they offer such advantages 

as energy savings and better active safety performance. Hybrid vehicles have two or more 

power driving systems and frequently switch working condition, so controlling stability is 

very important. In this work, a two-stage Kalman algorithm method is used to fuse data in 

hybrid vehicle stability testing. First, the RT3102 navigation system and Dewetron system 

are introduced. Second, a modeling of data fusion is proposed based on the Kalman filter. 

Then, this modeling is simulated and tested on a sample vehicle, using Carsim and 

Simulink software to test the results. The results showed the merits of this modeling. 
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1. Introduction 

Hybrid electric vehicles have been widely accepted by the industry and the market as green vehicles 

with fewer emissions [1]. There are some advantages in energy savings and clean transporting.  

Some research data show that hybrid electric vehicles can mean energy savings of more than 30% and 

can reduce CO2 emissions by 15%, compared to traditional vehicles [2]. Energy efficiency can be 

further improved in the hybrid electric vehicle power train for EVs using in-wheel motors, since there 

are no mechanical transmission, differential or redundant drive shafts [3]. Moreover, with in-wheel motors, 
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the total torque demand can be distributed to each wheel independently. Intelligent methods for optimal 

torque distribution are capable of savings of more than 20% in energy consumption. In addition, flexible 

regenerative braking algorithms with in-wheel motors could further enhance the energy efficiency  

of EVs [4]. In this regard, consistently improving the performance of EVs equipped with in-wheel 

motors by applying novel control methods is still very critical and necessary for saving energy and 

providing clean transportation. The method can decrease traffic accidents and reduce casualties and 

economic loss [5]. 

In a vehicle stability measurement system, GPS can be used to detect performance. It can also be 

used as a sensor to provide real-time information for a vehicle dynamics stability control system [6]. 

Now, GPS has been applied in vehicle dynamics stability testing instruments, but the study of the 

GPS/INS combination for the vehicle stability test remains to be improved [7]. 

There are strong complementarities between GPS and INS. GPS has some disadvantages [8].  

For example, a receiver antenna may be blocked temporarily or it may lose position data due to a 

signal interruption. INS can provide position, velocity and azimuth information without an external 

reference resource, but the system has accumulated error. It cannot give high-accuracy positioning 

information for a long time because of gyroscope drift error [9]. Errors of INS are mainly random drift 

errors, which cannot be compensated. GPS has such advantages as high positioning accuracy and no 

accumulated error. The two kinds of systems, used in combination, can compensate for each other and 

give full play to their strengths [10]. GPS measurement is stable, but the refresh rate (1–10 Hz) is relatively 

low. The GPS/INS integrated navigation system is a kind of composite that has unique advantages in 

terms of autonomy and bandwidth frequency. The Kalman filter is commonly used to fuse  

GPS/INS data [11]. 

Rodger [12] has done exploratory studies in reducing failure risk in an integrated vehicle health 

maintenance system using a fuzzy multi-sensor data fusion Kalman filter approach for IVHMS 

(integrated vehicle health maintenance system). Bevly et al. [9] at American University estimated three 

key vehicle parameters, such as the tire-slip ratio, sideslip angle and tire sideslip angle based on the 

GPS speed measuring method. They used the combination between the GPS speed sensor and the high 

frequency inertial measurement unit (low update rate accelerometer). A tire cornering stiffness update 

algorithm was used to improve the Kalman filter. They provided an accurate estimation of vehicle state 

parameters. In Canada, the Center of Mobile Multisensor Research at Calgary University studied how 

to suppress the errors and to improve precision in detail [13]. They introduced a navigation system 

with a velocity update scheme that could predict and reduce the error accumulation when there is a loss 

in GPS signals. Ryu et al. [14] at Stanford University proposed a method to estimate the key 

parameters of vehicle stability, based on the fusion of vehicle-grade inertial sensors and the GPS 

receiver. The method can improve the accuracy of estimation for vehicle state parameters considering 

the influence of pitch and roll, as well as sensor bias errors. 

Vehicle sideslip angle and yaw rate are two important parameters for vehicle stability [15].  

The vehicle sideslip angle is the angle between the longitudinal axes of the automobile body and the 

automobile speed direction [16]. However, nowadays, the sideslip angle cannot be measured directly. 

This is one of the biggest problems for the current development of a vehicle stability control system. 

Therefore, it is the premise and key technology of vehicle dynamic stability control to measure 

accurately the actual vehicle side slip angle and yaw rate [17]. The gyro can measure the yaw rate,  
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but there is no suitable equipment for directly measuring the vehicle sideslip angle. Estimation methods 

are used to get the sideslip angle. These methods are usually combined with the use of the yaw rate 

gyro and lateral acceleration sensor. However, these sensors usually contain a bias and noise [18].  

In addition, a lateral accelerometer cannot provide a good identification of vehicle lateral acceleration 

and the gravity component of acceleration. The errors of these sensors will be accumulated and even 

diverge, when the integral is applied [19]. Therefore, errors affect the performance of the vehicle 

stability control system. However, the application of GPS and INS (inertial navigation system, including 

the gyroscope and accelerometer) can directly measure the vehicle side slip angle. GPS is the Global 

Positioning System. DGPS (Differential Globe Positioning System) is a kind of GPS attached to the 

normal differential correction signal, improving data precision to the millimeter level  

after processing [20]. 

2. Experiment Equipment 

2.1. RT Navigation System 

The real time (RT) navigation system of inertial and GPS navigation systems from Oxford 

Technical Solutions are instruments for making precision measurements of motion in real time [21]. 

Figure 1 is the RT3102 navigation system. 

 

Figure 1. RT3102 navigation system. 

To obtain high-precision measurements, the RT uses mathematical algorithms developed for use in 

fighter aircraft navigation systems. An inertial sensor block with three accelerometers and three gyros 

(angular rate sensors) is used to compute all of the outputs. A WGS 84 modeled strapdown navigator 

algorithm compensates for earth curvature, rotation and Coriolis accelerations, while measurements 

from high-grade kinematic GPS receivers update the position and velocity navigated by the inertial 

sensors. Figure 2 shows the schematic of the RT internal components. where PPS is Pulses Per Second, 

DSP is Digital Signal Processor, EMC is External Memory Controller. 

This innovative approach gives the RT several distinct advantages over systems that use GPS alone. 

The RT has a high (100 Hz or 250 Hz) update rate and a wide bandwidth. The outputs are available 

with very low, 3.5 ms latency. All outputs remain available continuously during GPS blackouts, when, 

for example, the vehicle drives under a bridge. The RT recognizes jumps in the GPS position and 

ignores them. The position and velocity measurements that the GPS makes are smoothed to reduce the 
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high-frequency noise. The RT makes many measurements that the GPS cannot make, for example 

acceleration, angular rate, heading, pitch and roll. The RT takes inputs from a wheel speed sensor in 

order to improve the drift rate when no GPS is available. 

 

Figure 2. Schematic of the real time RT internal components. 

The outputs of the system are derived directly from the strapdown navigator. The role of the 

strapdown navigator is to convert the measurements from the accelerometers and angular rate sensors 

to position. Velocity and orientation are also tracked and output by the strapdown navigator. Figure 3 

shows a basic overview of the strapdown navigator in the RT3201 navigation system. Much of the 

detail has been left out, and only the key elements are shown here. 

 

Figure 3. Schematic of the strapdown navigator. 

2.2. Dewetron System 

Not only can the Dewetron system accurately complete the automobile dynamic performance test 

according to international standards, it also can complete the dynamic and economic performance test, 

the ride comfort test, the handling and stability test and the braking performance test according to 

automotive product development [22]. The vehicle speed and distance sensors, which are based on 

global satellite positioning technology can not only measure vehicle speed and distance, but also can 
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obtain vehicle test location data and walking track data. Therefore, the system can provide an 

important means for vehicles dynamic testing and analysis. The system can capture the video signal 

and select the Controller Area Network Bus (CANBUS) data acquisition module when it collects data. 

The graphical interface can be set according to the test contents and personal preferences, as shown in 

Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Graphical interface of the Dewetron testing system. 

Test data can be saved and printed for laboratory analysis. The following is the overall system 

characteristics: 32 analog channels (16 ICP (internal electronics piezoelectric)/voltage input channels, 

16 strain/voltage input channels); 8 counter input channels (for wheel speed sensor or engine speed 

frequency input); 8 digital I/O; 2 high-speed CAN-bus interfaces (for the temperature module); 32 G 

flash memory (expandable to 64 G), which is very suitable for a test in a serious vibration 

environment. 

The system can work in various ways independently or work by connecting a notebook computer. 

The system vibration characteristics meet the EN 60068-2-6 standard and the EN 60721-3-2 2M2 

standard. Electromagnetic interference resistance can meet CE standards. Therefore, it is fully applicable 

to the automobile road test environment. A unique variety signal conditioning module can be suitable 

for all kinds of sensors, which improves the test accuracy and the system reliability. The software  

operating system is Windows XP; the data acquisition and analysis system is DEWESOFT-6-Prof and 

FLEXPRO-8-Prof DataView. The connection diagram for testing system sensors is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Connections for the Dewetron testing system. 

According to the special requirements of the vehicle performance test, the data acquisition and analysis 

system should have high impact resistance, vibration resistance, resistance to electromagnetic interference 

and other characteristics. The vehicle test data acquisition and analysis system is a compact structure 
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design. A modular signal conditioning module, a data acquisition board and an arithmetic processing 

are integrated into one system, so the sensor and the data acquisition system can become one system. The 

system has traditional instrument accuracy, and the virtual instrument system has convenient and 

flexible characteristics. 

This software is an integration of multiple functions, including system parameter settings, a data 

recorder, an x/y axis oscilloscope, a spectrum analyzer, an octave analyzer, a programmable 

operational virtual channel, video recorders, an integrated signal display instrument, and so on. The 

system parameter settings include channel selection, range selection, filtering, sampling frequency 

setting, sensor parameter setting, calibration of the sensor, offset zero sensor, and so on. 

The data recorder function includes real-time displaying of measured values or the mean square 

value and the average value; simultaneously opening multiple display windows, each window is able 

to be displayed in 1–4 channels. The oscilloscope function can simultaneously open multiple display 

windows, and each window can be displayed in 1–8 channels by a trigger mode. The X/Y recorder can 

display one or more channels for measurement testing. 

3. Modeling of Data Fusion Algorithm 

In this work, the data fusion modeling is built using the Kalman algorithm. The Kalman filter is 

suitable for data fusing [23]. The Kalman filter is a kind of linear filtering recursive algorithm for a 

discrete signal. For a discrete system: 

)()1()()1()()( kwkukBkxkAkx +−+−=  (1)

)()()()( kvkxkHky +=  (2)

( )x k is the system state vector. )(ky is the system observation vector. )(ku is the system input 

vector. )(kA is the nn × system state matrix. )(kH is the nm × system observation matrix. )(kB is the 

n×1 system input matrix. )(kw is the process noise vector. )(kv is the observation noise vector. 

Assumptions )(kw and )(kv  were independent, and the noise is normal distribution white noise, so 
)(kw and )(kv is expressed as the following: 
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where )(kQ  is the noise covariance matrix and )(kR  is the observation noise covariance matrix. 

The first step of the Kalman filter is predicting the next state of the system. If the system state 
is )(kx , then the next time system state is: 

)()()()1( kukBkkAxkkx +=+  (6)

The update status covariance matrix is: 

)()()()()1( kQkAkkPkAkkP T +=+  (7)
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The state at 1+k time is: 

)]1()()1()[()1()11( kkxkHkykKkkxkkx g +−+++=++  (8)

where )(kKg  is the Kalman gain: 
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The Kalman filter estimation algorithm has five formulas. If giving the initial value of state )0(x  

and state covariance matrix )0(P , the system state can gradually be estimated by the recursive method. 

The vehicle side slip angle fusion algorithm based on GPS/INS is shown in Figure 6. The main 
parameters in GPS measurement are heading angle GPSψ , azimuth angle GPSθ and speed GPSv , and the 

main parameters of INS measurement are yaw rate gyroγ , longitudinal acceleration accxa ,  and lateral 

acceleration accya , . 
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Figure 6. Sideslip angle combination algorithm block. 

GPS and INS combination methods can be divided into the kinematics method and the dynamics 

method. The kinematics method is based on the motion relations of a car, and it does not rely on the 

estimation vehicle dynamics model. Because there is no model error, measurement accuracy depends 

on the accuracy of the testing device and the installation position, so this method is very robust [24]. 

4. Application 

To demonstrate the advantages of this system, it is applied to real car stability testing. This test is 

based on a computer simulation. The part control structure of Simulink in MATLAB is shown in 

Figure 7. Carsim is also used in this computer simulation. 
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Figure 7. Simulink diagram. 

The real vehicle stability test was performed at the Heilongjiang Institution of Technology campus. 

The route of the vehicle is a square shape. The car runs around a big building. Therefore, the GPS 

signal is not stable, and the GPS navigation system is not very precise. The GPS/INS integration 

navigation system can overcome the shortcomings of GPS in a city. Figure 8 shows the course of the 

test car. Figure 9 is the picture of the test car and the equipment of the testing system. 

 

Figure 8. Testing course. 

This work uses the HV2 dual antenna dual function GPS receiver [25]. HV2 can provide accurate 

directions, with the GPS positioning accuracy up to the sub-meter level, a 0.1 degrees heading 

precision and a 20 Hz data update rate. In this paper, the INDAS-5000 embedded system is the data 

acquisition system. INDAS-5000 is on a printed circuit board (PCB) integrated real-time embedded 

processor, a field programmable gate array (FPGA) and an analog and digital I/O. 
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The RT3102 is put in a hybrid electric vehicle, and the double antennas are set at the top of the 

vehicle (shown in Figure 9). The vehicle sideslip angle measured by RT3102 is shown in Figure 10. 

The vehicle sideslip angle curve are shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 9. Testing car and system. 

 

Figure 10. Measurement of the hybrid electric vehicle with RT3012. 

 

Figure 11. Sideslip angle curve. 

Kalman filters can be used to merge several measurements of a quantity and, therefore, give a better 

overall measurement. This is the case with the position and velocity in the RT; the Kalman filter is 

used to improve the position measurement made from two sources, the inertial sensors and GPS. 
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The vehicle sideslip angle measured by GPS/INS, which is fused by a two-stage Kalman filter, is 

shown in Figure 12. From Figure 12, it can be seen that the vehicle sideslip angle is smoother after the 

Kalman filter algorithm. 
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Figure 12. Sideslip angle curve. 

In Figure 13, the vehicle sideslip angle, which is measured by the RT3102 navigation system sensor 

calibrates the sideslip angle measured by the GPS/INS. Although the curves are similar, the sideslip 

angle measured by the RT3102 navigation system has great precision. The testing error is small. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of the sideslip angle curves. 

From the experimental data, it can be seen that using the Kalman filter algorithm, especially the 

second order Kalman filter can solve the problem of the GPS signal loss well, and the INS signal 

accumulation error becomes large during vehicle stability testing. This method can meet the real-time 

and accuracy requirements for the measurement of the vehicle stability key parameters well. 

5. Conclusions 

Acquisition of vehicle driving state parameters, which is required for vehicle stability control, is the 

premise and key technology of the vehicle stability control. In response to the need for hybrid vehicle 

stability critical state parameter testing, being in real-time and accuracy are the goal. This paper 

presents a modeling method for vehicle stability testing based on the Kalman algorithm for GPS/INS 

data fusion. Based on the RT3102 and Dewetron system measurement equipment, a testing method for 

sideslip angle, speed and vehicle state parameter measurement and estimation is used. The second 

order Kalman filter can solve the problem of the GPS signal loss well, and INS signal accumulation 

error becomes large during vehicle stability testing. The simulation and test results showed that the 
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modeling method of the Kalman data fusion is accurate, and this method can meet the real-time and 

accuracy requirements for the measurement of the vehicle stability key parameters well.  
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